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DAVE DALLWITZ & AUSTRALIAN JAZZ: A REPLY TO MR LINEHAN  

by Bruce Clunies-Ross*  

_________________________________________________ 

[Bruce Clunies-Ross's article 'An Australian Sound: Jazz in Melbourne and 
Adelaide, 1941-51' appears in the book Australian Popular Culture, ed. Peter 
Spearitt & David Walker, published in 1979 by George Allen & Unwin Australia Pty 
Ltd. In the January/ February 1983 edition of JAZZ, Norm Linehan described this 
piece as "a farrago of errors of fact, misconceptions and wrong conclusions". We 
now publish Bruce Clunies-Ross's reply.] 
 

r Norm Linehan does not cite a shred of evidence to substantiate his attack 
on my contribution to Australian Popular Culture. His unmannerly 
accusation can therefore be dismissed as baseless prejudice. It appears Mr 

Linehan did not even bother to read my essay very carefully, since he implicates me 
in an argument I did not address at all. I did not try to define the sound of Australian 
jazz; I claimed there was an Australian sound, which is an entirely different thing. My 
title (“An Australian Sound”) was deliberately chosen to indicate this distinction, 
which I clarified in the opening paragraphs and elsewhere in my essay, conceding 
that it was not the only sound in Australian jazz at the time.  
 

 
 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
*In 1983 Bruce Clunies-Ross was teaching English Literature at the University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark.  
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It was the sound which interested me, however, because its main exponents, Dave 
Dallwitz, Ade Monsbourgh and a few of their friends like Kelly Smith and Rex Green, 
were not simply trying to play traditional jazz, or Dixieland (or whatever Mr Linehan 
would prefer to call it), but were tactfully exploiting the conventions of traditional 
jazz to create a musical idiom which had certain similarities with other cultural 
developments at the time, ranging from Jindyworobakism to some of the ventures 
associated with Angry Penguins, especially the kind of painting, exemplified by the 
work of Sidney Nolan, which has been called Australian expressionism. What I 
appreciate about these diverse phenomena, including the jazz, is that they were all 
attempts to express a vision, or experience, of Australia, often with a kind of direct 
simplicity or deliberate naivete.  
 

 
 
Dave Dallwitz (above) and Ade Monsbourgh (below) were not simply trying to play 
traditional jazz, but were tactfully exploiting the conventions of traditional jazz to 
create a musical idiom which had certain similarities with other cultural 
developments at the time… DALLWITZ PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ MAGAZINE; 
MONSBOURGH PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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This was the context in which I described the music of Dallwitz and Monsbourgh as 
“an Australian sound”. I devoted a large part of my essay to describing it, and 
supported my account with a range of evidence, including Dave Dallwitz's own 
comments on the delicate question of developing the conventions of traditional jazz. 
Readers who want to find out about the case which Mr Linehan has garbled are 
referred to pp 62-80 of Australian Popular Culture*. I would like to thank Mr 
Linehan for drawing my contribution to this book to the attention of the jazz 
community. More evidence for the association of jazz with innovative or progressive 
cultural developments, especially in Melbourne in the forties, can be found in 
Richard Haese's recent Rebels and Precursors, Ringwood, 1981.  
 

 
 
Clunies-Ross thanks Norm Linehan (pictured above) for drawing his contribution 
to the Australian Popular Culture book to the attention of the jazz community… 
PHOTO CREDIT JANE MARCH 
 
Mr Linehan may well disagree with me, though on the evidence of his article we have 
no dispute. However, in order to create a spurious disagreement, Mr Linehan 
actually borrows, but vulgarises, one of my ideas. He claims, as support for his case 
against mine, that Dave Dallwitz was never influential on jazz in Adelaide or 
anywhere else. But I never claimed he was; indeed I suggested the opposite. My case 
is that Dallwitz was original, and originality is not measured by influence. His 
influence was indeed restricted, and I offered a more fundamental explanation for 
this than Mr Linehan does, by pointing out that the original approach to jazz which 
Dallwitz and Monsbourgh were cultivating was swamped by the spread of an  
 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
*Bruce Clunies-Ross’s article 'An Australian Sound: Jazz in Melbourne and 
Adelaide, 1941-51' appears on this website at this link 
https://ericmyersjazz.com/essays-page-51 

https://ericmyersjazz.com/essays-page-51
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international style of traditional jazz, through the increasing availability of 
recordings, among other reasons. This became the dominant influence on most 
Australian musicians, and it partly explains why some members of the Southern Jazz 
Group lost interest in what Dallwitz was trying to do, and left the band. They thought 
they had found something bigger and better. They failed to appreciate Dallwitz's 
originality, or found it constraining, and did not want to be associated with its 
development.  
 

 
 
The cover of an issue of Angry Penguins: attempts to express a vision of Australia… 
 
Yet while Dallwitz had no very extensive influence, his music was not completely 
ignored. He retained a small following, and inspired at least one Adelaide musician, 
Leon Atkinson, whose West Side Jazz Band, a two-trumpet group which played a lot 
of Morton compositions, was active around 1955 or 1956. Furthermore, the return of 
a number of musicians who had left the Southern Jazz Group, to Dallwitz's bands of 
the 1970s suggests that they later came to recognize his original distinction.  
 
Dallwitz, unlike Ade Monsbourgh, was not essentially an instrumentalist (though he 
was able to acquire proficiency on a number of instruments). However, he needed a 
band to give expression to his musical ideas, and with the collapse of the second 
Southern Jazz Group, he dropped out of jazz, which must have been a painful 
decision for someone with his talents. Mr Linehan speculates vaguely about this on 
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the basis of unstated but evidently very slender evidence, and contrives, in passing, a 
slighting reference to Dallwitz's work in fields outside jazz. I happened to know 
Dallwitz (and several members of the band) fairly well at the time, and was involved 
in a couple of projects with him, so I can testify to his continued activity in music. He 
became involved in early music, joined an amateur symphony orchestra as a 
bassoonist, wrote music for the theatre and composed a large number of songs. 
There is plenty of evidence for all this, if Mr Linehan cares to look for it.  
 

 
 
This group gave the premier performance of Dave Dallwitz's Gold Fever Suite at 
Wattle Park Teachers' Centre, circa 1976. Back row from left: Bob Wright, Rod 
Porter, Deryck Bentley, Dallwitz, Tas Brown, Penny Eames, Graham Eames. 
Foreground from left: John Malpas, Keith Conlon, Bill Munro… PHOTO COURTESY 
JAZZ MAGAZINE 
 
If Mr Linehan had pointed out some of the errors he claims to have found in my 
piece I would have been grateful, and if they are relevant, would modify my case 
accordingly. I am aware of certain limitations in my essay, especially in its references 
to the earliest phases of jazz in Australia, and have since learnt from discussions with 
my old friend Jim Smith, and from listening to his collection of rare records, much 
about early jazz in Adelaide. He has discussed and illustrated this subject on radio 
programmes in Adelaide, and has far more detailed evidence about it than Mr 
Linehan seems to possess, or at least bothers to mention in his article.  
 
I am well aware that there are jazz musicians and enthusiasts who do not share my 
appreciation for Dallwitz's contribution to the art. As it happens, two of my oldest 
friends in what Mr Linehan calls “the jazz community” do not. There are no doubt 
various reasons for this, though two which were especially strong in controversies 
over jazz in the fifties were a bias towards the international and cosmopolitan, as 
against the local or provincial, and a tendency to reduce the criticism of jazz to 
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matter of styles and modes. I have never been sympathetic to either of these 
positions. There is overwhelming evidence to suggest that provincialism has been 
one of the strongest regenerating forces in art, and jazz, with its roots in a distinct 
region, is a case in point, and every style of jazz includes good musicians who  
use its conventions creatively, and mediocre musicians for whom the conventions 
remain constricting cliches. Likewise, there are some people who listen to jazz 
musically and others who only recognise it when they hear a familiar set of cliches.  
 
I knew my essay would provoke controversy but I did not expect the unjustified 
rudeness of Mr Linehan's piece. The intermittent debates on the subject I have had 
over the last three decades have always been conducted in a friendly fashion, and 
while I have encountered disagreement I have also been supported, sometimes from 
unexpected sources. A few years ago, some of Dallwitz's music was reviewed in Down 
Beat (July 12, 1979) and the American critic, who knew nothing of my work, but 
simply listened to the evidence of his own ears, had this to say:  
 
… the trad revival in Australia, near-stagnant throughout the rest of the world for 
the last quarter century, has developed genuinely valuable insights into the jazz of 
an earlier day. Trumpeter Roger Bell, vocalist Penny Eames, trumpeter/reed-man 
Lazy Ade Monsbourgh and composer Dave Dallwitz are original artists of 
international stature: they and a few others simply have no equivalents on the 
imitative, joyless American and European trad scenes… Dallwitz's music begins 
with 1928-30 Ellington (and Ellington's sources); his compositions are episodic, 
multi-thematic, with evocative ambitions that are occasionally even fulfilled — his 
1975 Ern Malley Suite… is a brilliant, beautiful piece of eccentricity.  
 

 
 
Trumpeter Roger Bell, along with others, is an original artist of international 
stature… PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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Precisely.  
 
My contribution to Australian  Popular Culture expresses some ideas which have 
been developing since I first heard the music of Dallwitz and Monsbourgh about 35  
years ago. It has always seemed to me that without being recognised for it by the 
musical public at large or by the jazz community, they had modestly created in a jazz 
idiom a music which evoked facets of Australia, while composers in other branches of 
music were still striving with less success to achieve something similar. It was no 
accident, I suggest, that future composers like Don Banks and Keith Humble were 
associated with jazz in the post-war decade, or that musicians with a broad range of 
musical interests, like Ian Pearce and Dave Dallwitz, found in jazz a rich potential for 
self-expression.  
 

 
 
It was no accident that future composers like Don Banks (above) and Keith Humble 
(below) were associated with jazz in the post-war decade… BANKS PHOTO CREDIT 
JANE MARCH 
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“An Australian Sound” was inspired by a wish to explain this idea and credit Dallwitz 
and Monsbourgh with their achievement, not by anything as crude and silly as the 
motives Mr Norm Linehan imputes to me. Of course, at the very beginning of his 
article he half realizes that he is wrenching my argument out of all proportion, but 
that does not prevent him from mistaking my meaning, distorting my case, and while 
accusing me of misconceptions, turning his own misconceptions against me. My 
essay is openly based upon my memory and occasional participation in jazz activities 
in Adelaide, but it is extensively supported by evidence from written sources of all 
kinds, and by interviews with some of the musicians involved.  
 
Indeed this is as good an opportunity as any to mention assistance which I 
inadvertently failed to acknowledge originally. I have discussed my ideas about jazz 
intermittently over more than 30 years with Roger Hudson, who let me examine his 
collection of early jazz periodicals, and Leon Atkinson, who inspired me to write the 
original piece and helped me develop some of the ideas it contains. Dave Dallwitz 
and Johnny Malpas gave me full access to the documents and recordings they have 
preserved of an early phase in Australian jazz. Obviously there is more evidence 
available than I exploited, and if Mr Linehan knows of any, I wish he would not 
conceal it. In fact, Mr Linehan is very coy about disclosing the sources for his own 
speculations, while my carefully qualified argument is supported by enough evidence 
to let the reader decide for himself.  
 

 
 
 
Clunies-Ross has discussed his ideas about jazz intermittently over more than 30 
years with Roger Hudson (pictured above)… PHOTO COURTESY DON HOPGOOD 
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Mr Linehan writes about jazz in Adelaide as if it were ancient Egypt. If he really 
wants to know all the details of the break-up of the first Southern Jazz Group, there 
are plenty of people still alive and well who could tell their versions. There are 
comments in jazz periodicals and, I suspect, newspaper references, letters and a legal 
record. But Mr Linehan bungles this whole question in a pedantic and imprecise 
preoccupation with dates, and rather perversely withholds the salient point, and the 
names of the people concerned. This is that the dissidents from the first Southern 
Jazz Group formed the Bruce Gray Band, which played, excellently, traditional jazz, 
mainly from the standard repertoire, and survived for a long time. It did not play 
Dallwitz's kind of music at all. That was partly why its members left the Southern 
Jazz Group.  
 
Mr Linehan is hardly in a position to criticise me for errors when he tries to avoid 
them himself by vagueness. He does not succeed, however. When claiming that the 
original Southern Jazz Group first recorded in 1950, he betrays his ignorance of no 
less than 24 earlier recordings: 16 sides recorded for Memphis, the first, a Dallwitz 
original, Southern March, cut 21/1/47, the last, another original, Ragtime Tuba, cut 
13/9/49, and eight sides recorded for Willco (or possibly, in some cases, recorded by 
Bill Holyoak and issued by Willco) during the same period. There is also a Jazzart 
recording from around this time which uses an extended band including musicians 
from Adelaide, Melbourne and Hobart, and Johnny Malpas played me an even 
earlier recording, of Adelaide Blues and S.O.L. Blues, cut at the 1946 Jazz 
Convention. The seeds of the Dallwitz style can already be detected on that disc.  
 

 
 
The “magnificent” front-line of the second  Southern Jazz Group, L-R, Mal 
Wilkinson (trombone), Keith Hounslow (trumpet), Tas Brown (clarinet), tuba 
player obscured, probably Kevin ‘Gubby’ Allen… PHOTO COURTESY DON HOPGOOD 

 
Mr Linehan can perhaps be forgiven for his unfamiliarity with this example, but it 
was a gross error on his part to ignore the Memphis and Willco recordings, and it 
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reveals the carelessness with which he read my essay, in which the former are 
mentioned. I cannot understand why Mr Linehan writes of musicians as abstract 
ciphers, shuffled around in combinations from one convention to another. This 
means that he remains vague about the personnel and original distinction of the 
second Southern Jazz Group, which made the ABC recordings.  
 
Dallwitz had switched to piano in this group, and the magnificent front-line  
comprised Keith Hounslow (trumpet), Tas Brown (clarinet), and Mal Wilkinson 
(trombone). The rhythm section included, in addition to Dallwitz, Johnny Carson 
(banjo), Kevin ‘Gubby’ Allen (tuba) and ‘Tojo’ Wright (drums). I have vivid memories 
of this band, which I heard on countless occasions.  
 

 
 
Dallwitz’s 1975 Ern Malley Suite (album cover pictured above): a brilliant, beautiful 
piece of eccentricity… 
 
Mr Linehan approaches all these matters from a remote distance, apparently using a 
few old Jazz Convention programmes on which to found speculations which he fails 
to check from other sources. Yet if he has ever been to a Jazz Convention he will 
know that the programme is a very uncertain guide to what actually happens on such 
occasions. I cannot understand why Mr Linehan does not try to get closer to his 
subject, by questioning some of the people involved in the events he is so anxious to 
dispute, and by being more specific in his references. On some matters to which he 
refers so distantly, like the Adelaide Jazz Convention of 1951, he could even have 
asked me. I was on the committee which organised it, and I talked with most of the 
delegates. Apart from an unforgiveable bout of drunkenness, when I missed most of 
the ball, I heard all the music performed there, and so I not only know who were in 
the various bands and pickup groups, I know what the music sounded like. That, 
after all, is what matters; not the inept dithering with vague dates and unspecified 
personnel which preoccupies Mr Linehan. All of this goes to prove (and not just to 
assert) that Mr Linehan's contribution to your journal is, except where it borrows 
from my own work, a farrago of vain speculations and inaccurate trivialities. 


